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Who Is Our 
Brand 
Personality? 

Our Attributes

Our Attributes are our brand qualities and 
characteristics. They define our ethos and 
behaviour, serving as a foundation for our 
tone of voice. Our attributes are collectively 
manifested by the team at Curveball. Useful 
for internal reference and as a guide when 
creating visual designs and written 
communications. 
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Welcoming Relationships
Perceptive Questioning
Frank Conversations
Solid Foundation
Spin Our Antidote To Bland

Our Attributes 



Being kind is good for our reputation and our 
spirits. No matter how much we grow, there’s no 
chance we’ll ever surround ourselves with pretense 
or barriers. We’re always approachable and open to 
forming new connections. We pride ourselves on 
never leaving a genuine question unanswered. If a 
potential client isn’t a good fit, we help them out by 
pointing them in the right direction. If an aspiring 
creative asks for advice, we set aside the time. We 
don’t prejudge relationships. We simply gravitate 
towards like-minded people. 

Welcoming
Relationships

 



Each project is a two-player puzzle. In our 
experience, clients hold the answers and we know 
how to unlock them. Some of our best ideas have 
come from a well-placed and well-timed question. 
We know how to drill down, what to prod and what 
to ignore, and when to nudge them forward. It takes 
objectivity, a keen eye and years of practice to see 
the dots that are invisible to others. We point out 
the patterns and help our clients see a project’s true 
potential. 

Perceptive
Questioning



Having the courage to challenge assumptions leads 
to better work. We believe it’s our obligation to 
speak up and guide our clients. We know how to 
strip conversations down to the bare essentials. We 
give straight answers and speak in plain language. 
There’s no delay between our brains and our vocal 
chords. In fact, we’re so authentic, at ease and 
almost casual about our frankness that it rarely 
comes across as offensive or aggressive. It’s just 
accepted – and, nine times out of ten, our honesty 
is appreciated. 

Frank
Conversations

 



Solid is more than a feeling beneath the feet. It’s an 
instinct that they made the right choice and a 
confidence that they can recommend us to others. 
We form unbreakable trust with our clients by being 
dependable, supportive and unwavering. We always 
build on solid ground – and we continue to refine, 
challenge and better our work at every step. By 
basing each decision on firm foundations, we 
create a finished piece that will outlast its intended 
purpose and outpace expectations. 

Solid
Foundation

 



Spin is our antidote to bland. Without spin, there 
would be no curve in our name. It’s how we bring 
life to what we do.

In our hands, it’s meant as a positive and manifests 
in a variety of ways: an ingenious twist, a 
captivating narrative, a bold direction, an 
unexpected idea, a unique viewpoint, a playful take 
or a quiet confidence. 

Spin 
Our Antidote 
To Bland



How Do We 
Sound? 

   

Our Tone of Voice

Our Tone is the strength and quality of our 
writing. This can vary depending on the 
context, audience and even the message. Our 
tone can be adjusted by dialling our individual 
attributes up or down. 

These attributes interact with each other like 
an audio EQ, allowing us to boost certain 
frequencies and lower others. Increasing the 
volume of one attribute often comes at the 
expense of another. 

For instance, being more Frank means 
sounding less Welcoming. Adding more Spin 
reduces the presence of Solid. 
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What We Mean 
Welcoming means removing the barriers to people 
doing business with us. It makes it easy to ‘get into’ 
reading our words. We should come across as 
warm, human, conversational and approachable. 
We replace formal words and jargon with 
informal/simpler alternatives. Nobody should need 
a dictionary to understand us. 

What We Don’t Mean 
Even though we’re informal, we still need to be 
professional. We also don’t need to be welcoming 
throughout an entire piece of copy – the opening 
and closing lines are often the most important 
when it comes to using this attribute. 

What Does
Welcoming
Sound Like?



Practical Editing Tips
● Use contractions e.g. “We’re” instead of “We are”. 
● Replace academic or formal language (acronyms and 

jargon) with simpler alternatives. If you don’t feel natural 
saying it out loud, don’t write it. 

● Focus on THEM not US. To reframe the perspective, search 
for words like “We” and try swapping them for “You”.

General Advice
● Experiment with writing from an individual’s perspective 

rather than as Curveball. This helps to make us more 
human and relatable. 

● Use personal stories and anecdotes as a way to humanise 
our writing and create a sense of narrative. 

● Don’t be afraid to show our vulnerability and humbleness. 
Being vulnerable makes us human.

● Avoid making assumptions. This can make clients feel 
inexperienced or alienated, creating an “us vs. them” 
dynamic. 

How To 
Dial It Up

 



What We Mean 
Asking questions, probing deeper, focusing on the 
details. Being perceptive gives people a window 
into our thinking and the insights behind our 
decisions. We can use this attribute to reveal 
aspects of our process, inspire clients and 
prospects, and express opinion. 

What We Don’t Mean 
Perceptive should never sound interrogative or 
aggressive. Although we use direct questions (e.g. 
“What’s your goal?”) we should be mindful about 
how this comes across depending on the context. 
When expressing opinion, we should avoid implying 
moral judgement or superiority by telling someone 
they “should” do something.

What Does
Perceptive
Sound Like?



Practical Editing Tips
● The occasional use of rhetorical questions can help to provoke 

thought and keep people engaged. Questions can also act as 
transitional statements that smooth the flow of our narratives 
(e.g. “The end result?....”). 

● Instead of telling someone they “should” do something, we 
“Challenge them to think about” or “They might want to 
consider…” 

● Express opinion with sincerity rather than arrogance or 
entitlement e.g. “We believe” or “In our experience,...”. We can 
use a declarative statement but we should be mindful about 
being polarising or contrary for the sake of it.  

General Advice
● Assumption is not our friend. Ask questions to confirm that we 

have understood things correctly, especially in back-and-forth 
communication such as emails. 

● When expressing our personal opinion, avoid being 
judgemental or critical. Invite others to share their experiences. 

● Reveal the thought process and geeky details behind our 
projects without going too deep that we lose interest. 

How To 
Dial It Up

 



What We Mean 
Simplify, simplify, simplify. Being frank is the 
opposite of being verbose or ambiguous. We use 
the fewest possible words to get our point across. 
Our directness can border on bluntness. We say 
what we mean with impact and urgency. If a 
sentence isn’t moving people or cutting to the 
chase, we remove it. 

What We Don’t Mean 
The more familiar we are with someone, the more 
frank we can be. It’s about getting to the point 
quickly rather than being rude. We should never 
come across as obnoxious. 

What Does
Frank
Sound Like?

 



Practical Editing Tips
● Use shorter sentences. But also be aware that too many short 

sentences strung together is like listening to machine gun fire. 
To avoid sounding too staccato, vary the sentence length. 

● Avoid using too many subclauses (e.g. commas). A sentence 
should include a subject, a verb and an object. Stick to one idea 
per sentence. 

● Use active sentences rather than passive e.g. “We made this 
film” rather than “This film was made by our team”. 

● Try deleting the first paragraph of copy to skip the ‘warm up’ 
and get to the point. This can help to bring our writing to life. 

● Experiment with using an em-dash (–) at the end of final 
sentences to add punch. 

General Advice
● Be confident and assertive. Imagine a doctor telling someone to 

take their medication rather than an army officer barking orders. 
● Frank can be an effective attribute in contexts where we need to 

create impact – for instance in website headers, adverts, social 
media posts and when closing new business. 

How To 
Dial It Up

 



What We Mean 
We’re always stress-testing our language to check 
that we make sense. Being solid is also about 
using concrete details that bring clear images to 
mind and engage the senses. Our writing is 
grounded and practical, making our copy easy to 
understand and skim through. 

What We Don’t Mean 
Although metaphors are a powerful device for 
bringing our solid attribute to life, we should be 
careful to use them with restraint. Like butter, a 
little goes a long way. 

What Does
Solid
Sound Like?



Practical Editing Tips
● Our brains comprehend things that we can vividly visualise. Use 

the occasional metaphor to add colour to our language, explain 
unfamiliar concepts and generally make our writing more 
tangible and memorable.

● Add specific detail whenever our writing is sounding too vague 
or generic. For instance, we could say that we have a resident 
“dog” in our studio. However, a “black labrador” is easier to 
visualise and an “excitable black lab” is even clearer. 

● Practice defensive editing by checking any claims that we make 
to ensure we can back them up. Being solid is about building 
trust and credibility. 

● Consider all five senses (sight, smell, touch, taste and hearing) 
and attempt to engage them where appropriate. 

General Advice
● Be careful when using metaphors or metaphorical statements.  

Frequent use will reduce their impact and can make our writing 
feel chaotic, especially when using conflicting metaphors. 

● Read through our copy and ask yourself, “Does this make 
sense? What is the purpose of this writing? 

How To 
Dial It Up

 



What We Mean 
Spin is our antidote to bland. We use this attribute 
to leave a mark that is unmistakably Curveball. It 
manifests as creativity, originality, personality, 
distinctiveness – a little something that’s 
unexpected. Spin means looking at things from a 
completely different angle. 

What We Don’t Mean 
Too much spin can sound wacky and 
attention-seeking. We’re careful to be authentic in 
our communication and we always ask, “Is this 
appropriate?” to make sure we don’t get carried 
away. If our instincts tell us we have gone too far, 
tone it down a bit. 

What Does
Spin
Sound Like?

 



Practical Editing Tips
● Using a touch of humour and wit can add spin to our writing.

Just enough to raise a smile rather than laugh out loud.
● There’s sometimes an opportunity to communicate a unique

viewpoint through a clever concept. In particular, we explore the
interplay between design, writing and motion. For instance, we
might begin saying something with words and resolve the idea
through visual communication.

● Introducing an element at the beginning of the piece of writing
only to refer back to it at the end can help to strengthen our
closing sentences. In the words of Anton Chekhov: “If in the first
act you have hung a pistol on the wall, then in the following one
it should be fired. Otherwise don’t put it there.”

● Check that any spin still feels genuine and true to our values.
We should never present ourselves as something we’re not.

General Advice
● Spin is cultivated from a stimulated mind. It comes from our a

weird way of thinking rather than a set of rules. We look for
inspiration outside of our industry and draw on a rich spectrum
of cultural and creative influences.

How To 
Dial It Up




